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This paper analyzes Walrasian general equilibrium systems and calculates
the static and dynamic solutions for competitive market equilibria. The Wal-
rasian framework encompasses the basic multi-sector growth (MSG) models
with neoclassical production technologies in N sectors (industries). The en-
dogenous behavior of all the relative prices are analyzed in detail, as are
sectorial allocations of the primary factors, labor and capital. Dynamic sys-
tems of Walrasian multi-sector economies and the family of solutions (time
paths) for steady-state and persistent growth per capita are parametrically
characterized. The technology parameters of the capital good industry are de-
cisive for obtaining long-run per capita growth in closed (global) economies.
Brief comments are o®ered on the MSG literature, together with apects on
the studies of industrial (structural) evolution and economic history.
Keywords: pareto e±ency, walrasian equilibria, factor accumulation
JEL classi¯cation: F11, F43, O40, O41.
1 Introduction
Dynamics is concerned with calculating the motions of the widest vari-
ety of objects, and with deriving (computing) the implications (e®ects)
of these motions. Its basic principles and logical structure have long
been a model for other scienti¯c disciplines. The domain of dynamics in
physics (mechanics) have been extended tremendously on both macro-
and microscopic scales, Pais (1986). In the discipline of economics, dy-
namics began in macroeconomics, in particular with business cycle and
the basic one- and two-sector growth models. However, standard mi-
croeconomic (producer/consumer) theory is more naturally involved
with decentralized mechanisms for resource allocation in static multi-
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to passages from important theoretical and empirical contributions to
multi-sectoral model building.
Regarding the character of works in applied general equilibrium
analysis (AGE-modelling), we quote Shoven & Whalley (1992, pp.1):1
\The central idea underlying this work is to convert the Wal-
rasian general equilibrium structure (formalized in the 1950s by
Arrow, Debreu, and others) from an abstract representation of
an economy into realistic models of actual economies. Numerical,
empirically based general equilibrium can then be used to evalu-
ate concrete policy options by specifying production and demand
parameters and incorporating data re°ective of real economies"
and
\Most contemporary applied general models are numerical
analogs of traditional two-sector general equilibrium models pop-
ularized by James Meade, Harry Johnson, Arnold Harberger,
and others in the 1950s and 1960s. Earlier analytic work with
these models has examined the distortionary e®ects of taxes,
tari®s, and other policies, along with functional incidence ques-
tions."
Computation of general equilibria usually involves solving systems of
nonlinear equations. Thus, according to Judd (1998, p.147, p.3):
\The Arrow-Debreu concept of general equilibrium reduces to
¯nding a price vector at which excess demand is zero; it is the
most famous nonlinear equation problem in economics"
and
\The computational general equilibrium (CGE) literature is the
most mature computational literature in economics"
Much of the numerical (algorithmic) methodology derives from the
work of Scarf et al. (1967,1973). Numerical approaches give approxi-
mate solutions; many papers on numerical methods o®er little in the
way of showing the qualitative dependence of the solutions upon crit-
ical parameter values. Obtaining analytical solutions in theorem-proof
style is preferable wherever this is possible.
Our emphasis in this paper will be to provide a conceptual frame-
work that supports economic intuition and o®er a general and uni¯ed
analytical approach to the mathematical procedures of obtaining the
static, comparative static and dynamic general equilibrium solutions of
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an N-sector economy. We extend the methodology and mathematical-
economic analysis of two-sector dynamics, Jensen (2003), to the multi-
sectorial dynamics of temporal Pareto-e±cient labor and capital allo-
cation/accumulation.
An important contributor to multi-sector generalizations of various
macrodynamic models was Jorgenson (1961), who extended the input-
output methods of Leontief to dynamic input-output analysis. In the
macro-planning and development literature, our topic of multi-sector
economies had another important contributor in Johansen (1959, 1974,
pp.1):
\It is a well-known fact that the various sectors of an economy
do not expand in the same proportion in a process of economic
growth. The °ows of investment and new labor are not allocated
proportionately to all production sectors. Existing quantities of
capital and labor may be reallocated during the growth process.
Terms of trade between the production sectors may change in
a systematic way, and so on. Such considerations illustrate as-
pects of the economic growth process which we shall attempt
to explain and analyze within the framework of a multi-sectoral
growth model."
Regarding structural analysis and sectorial developments, the three
categories of Colin Clark were dealing with the reallocation of the
labour force over the groups of industries: Primary industries (agri-
culture, ¯sheries and forestry), Secondary industries (manufacturing,
handicraft, building and construction, Mining, Electric power produc-
tion), Tertiary industries (wholesale and retail commerce, transport,
¯nancial services and public administration), and globally observing,
Clark (1951, p.365) that:
\by careful generalization of available facts to be the most impor-
tant concomitant of economic progress, namely the movement of
working population from agriculture to manufacture and from
manufacture to commerce and services."
Concomitant changes in the composition of demand, e.g., the budget
share of food (Engel`s law, 1857) is con¯rmed by all surveys, Houthakker
(1957).
Controversies related to \convergence" and \balanced growth" mod-
els as being incompatible with structural change and the process of
economic development are given renewed attention in both the empiri-
cal and theoretical growth literature, Pasinetti (1981), Islam (1995),
Echevarria (1997), Laitner (2000), Kongsamut, Rebelo, Xie (2001),
Meckl (2002). Patterns of sectorial industrial growth will here be ob-
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As we consider the relationship between resources, technology, and
economic evolution, we ¯nally quote the historian, A. P. Usher (1954,
p.1):
\Economic history is concerned with the description and the
analysis of the mutual transformations taking place between hu-
man societies and their environment. The study of costs and
prices is important, and the institutional structure of organized
social life demands careful attention, but the basic problems of
economic history lie in the ¯eld of the management of resources.
- The quantitative analysis of economic activities requires study
of the processes and accomplishments of the system of produc-
tion in physical units as well as in value units."
This paper deals with dynamic foundations of MSG models for
closed (global) economies. We explain well-known empirical facts by
modeling in terms of basic microeconomic principles. Section 2 presents
an analytical framework with concepts, de¯nitions, and various mi-
cro and macro economic equivalence relations. Section 3 studies the
relationships between factor prices and relative commodity prices. In
section 4, we analyze and derive GDP expenditure shares from some
speci¯c parameterizations of utility functions. Section 5 uses a proper
NIPA version of Walras's law to obtain the Walrasian equilibrium of the
multi-sector economy, and we derive the timeless (static and compara-
tive static) competitive general equilibrium solutions for all the variables
as distinct composite functions of the factor endowments. In section 6,
we analyze the dynamic systems and alternative evolutions of multi-
sector general equilibria. Section 7 gives various asymptotic sectorial
growth rates of persistently growing multi-sector economies. Our ¯nal
comments are found in section 8.
2 Analytical Framework for Multi-Sector (MS) Economies
2.1 The Supply Side, Technology and E±cient Factor Allocation
Consider an economy consisting of N industries (sectors), and let sec-
tor 1 be a capital good industry. Sector technologies, Fi(Li;Ki), are de-
scribed by nonnegative smooth concave homogeneous production func-
tions with constant returns to scale in labor and capital, i = 1;¢¢¢ ;N,
Yi = Fi(Li;Ki) = LiFi(1;ki) ´ Lifi(ki) ´ Liyi;Li 6= 0; Fi(0;0) = 0;
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where the function fi(ki), is strictly concave and monotonically increas-
ing in the capital-labor ratio ki 2 [0;1[, i.e., fi has the properties













i(ki) ´ ¹ bi · 1; lim
ki!1
f0
i(ki) ´ bi ¸ 0; f0






Let us note that if our Fi is de¯ned and continuous on the axes, then
Fi(0;1) ¸ 0; Fi(1;0) ´ fi(0) ¸ 0; (4)
Fi(0;Ki) = KiFi(0;1); Fi(Li;0) = LiFi(1;0) = Lifi(0); (5)















The sectorial output elasticities, ²Li;²Ki, ²i, with respect to marginal




































²i ´ ²Li + ²Ki = 1: (9)
The factor endowments, total labor force (L) and the total capital stock














i=1 ¸Ki ´ 1; (11)





where ¸Li, ¸Ki, (10-11) are the factor allocation fractions.
At any point of the isoquants (1), the marginal rates of technical sub-
stitution (MRS), !i(ki) are, by (2), positive monotonic functions,
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and the substitution elasticities, ¾i between labor and capital is the
proportionate change in the ratio (Ki=Li) of inputs divided by the pro-






















The general relation between the sectorial factor output elasticities,
























Free factor mobility between the multiple industries and also e±cient
factor allocation impose the common MRS condition, cf. (13),
! = !i = !i(ki) (i = 1;:::;N): (16)
For the variables ki to satisfy (16), it is, beyond (2), further required
that the intersection of the sectorial range for !i(ki) is not empty,
!i(ki) 2 ­i = [!i; ¹ !i] µ R+; ! 2 ­ ´ \­i = [!; ¹ !] 6= ;: (17)
2.2 E±cient Factor Allocation, Costs, and Relative Prices
All industries are assumed to operate under perfect competition (zero
excess pro¯t); absolute (money) input (factor) prices (w;r) are the
same in both industries; and absolute (money) output (product, com-
modity) prices (Pi) represent unit cost. Thus, in each sector we have
the competitive producer equilibrium equations,
w = Pi ¢ MPLi; r = Pi ¢ MPKi; ! = w=r; Pi 6= 0; (18)
PiYi = wLi + rKi; ²Li = wLi=PiYi; ²Ki = rKi=PiYi; (19)
Pi = (w + rki)=yi; b Pi = ²Li ^ w + ²Ki^ r; (b Pi ´ dPi=Pi): (20)
Thus the relative change, b Pi, is a convex combination, (9), of ^ w and ^ r.
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The connection between relative factor (service) prices and relative
























With a common wage-rental ratio, (16), in all sectors it is clear that,
²Li(!) R ²Lj(!) , ²Kj(!) R ²Ki(!) , kj(!) R ki(!): (23)
Average and marginal productivities were objects of pioneering the-
oretical and empirical studies by von ThÄ unen. In Table 1 below, the
factor K is non-essential, cf. (4); accordingly, the substitution elasticity
is larger than one. Hence ²L, (7), (15), (18), (19), is here falling with
mechanization, K=L. Evidently, with ¾ > 1, APL increases more than
MPL, (14). This table may serve as a relevant and simple illustration
of key sectorial productivity growth numbers.
Table 1. Von ThÄ unen¶s Productivity Calculations.
K=L APL APK MPK MPL ! MPKk ¢ "L
0 110 ¡ ¡ 110 ¡ ¡ 1:00
1 150 150 40 110 2:75 40 0:73
2 186 93 36 114 3:17 72 0:61
3 218:4 72:8 32:4 121:2 3:74 97:2 0:55
Source: von ThÄ unen (1850 [1930, p. 507]); Brems (1986, p. 86).
2.3 Macro-Equivalence Relations of Supply-Demand in MS Economies
Gross domestic product (GDP), national income, Y , is the total of
sectoral producer revenues [monetary value of sector outputs, (1)]
Yi = Lyili; Y ´
PN





and is equivalent with competition (18) and (19) to total factor income,
Y = wL + rK = L(w + rk) = L(! + k)Pif0
i [ki] = Ly: (25)
Hence the factor income distribution shares ±K + ±L = 1, become
±K ´ rK=Y = rk=y;±L ´ wL=Y = w=y;±K = k=(! + k);±K=±L = k=!:
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The \¯nal demand" decomposition of GDP (Y) into the aggregate ex-
penditures on investment (I) and consumption (C) is
I = P1Y1; C =
PN
i=2 PiYi; Y = C + I; (27)





i=1 PiYi=Y = 1: (28)
Budget studies and consumption (demand) theory mostly normalize
the budget shares with the total expenditure (\income") constraint, C,
i.e., the expenditure shares, ei, as
ei = PiYi=C;
PN
i=2 ei = 1; e =
P
¾i<1 ei; ¹ e =
P
¾i>1 ei; e + ¹ e = 1:
(29)
Evidently, the connection between the GDP shares (28) and (29) is
si = (1 ¡ s1)ei; i = 2;:::;N: (30)
For later purposes, we introduce the notation, cf. (29),
¾1 > 1 : s = (1 ¡ s1)e; s = (1 ¡ s1)e + s1;
¾1 < 1 : s = (1 ¡ s1)e + s1; s = (1 ¡ s1)e; s + s = 1: (31)
Lemma 1. The macro factor income shares ±L, ±K, (26), are GDP




i=1 si²Li; ±K =
PN
i=1 si²Ki; ±K + ±L = 1: (32)
The factor allocation fractions (10) and (11) are obtained by
Li=L = ¸Li = li = si²Li=±L; Ki=K = ¸Ki = si²Ki=±K: (33)













i=1 si²Li ; (34)
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Proof: By de¯nition, we have
±L = wL=Y = [wL1 + wL2 + ¢¢¢wLN]=Y; (35)
±K = rK=Y = [rK1 + rK2 + ¢¢¢rKN]=Y: (36)
From (19) and (28), we get
wLi = ²LiPiYi = si²LiY; rKi = ²KiPiYi = si²KiY: (37)



























3 Relative Prices in Economies with CES Technologies
The general CES forms of Fi(Li;Ki), (1), °i > 0, 0 < ai < 1 and ¾i > 0
are






i ;´ Lifi(ki); (40)































By evaluating equations (40)-(43), the limits of fi(ki) and f0
i(ki) can
be written as follows
£











fi(ki) = 0; lim
ki!1
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For the CES technologies, the monotonic relations between marginal






























1 + ci!1¡¾i ; ²Li =
ci!1¡¾i
1 + ci!1¡¾i : (47)
With multi-sector models and CES technologies, it is apparent, cf. (46),
that sectorial factor ratio (\intensity") reversals can only be avoided if
and only if ¾i = ¾j and ai 6= aj. Hence, with ¾i 6= ¾j, the reversal point



























3.1 The Correspondence of Product and Factor Prices with CES
The exact form of the function (22) needs particular attention. With
(43) and (46), the relative commodity prices (comparative costs) (22)











j (1 ¡ aj)1¡a j
°ia
ai










aj + (1 ¡ aj)kj(!)¡(¾ j¡i)=¾ j¤1=(¾ j¡1)
°iai
£







1 + cj!1¡¾ j¤1=(¾ j¡1)
°ia
¾i=(¾i¡1)
























The elasticity of the functions (22), (49), (50), (51) and (52) are gen-
erally interlinked by the composite rule:




E(kj;!) ¡ E [MPKi;ki]E(ki;!) (53)
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Evidently, pij(!) is always inelastic, as (54) is numerically less than
unity; but this is not directly seen from the explicit CES expressions
(49), 51) and (52).
The Stolper-Samuelson theorem and the \magni¯cation e®ects" of
price changes [cf. Jones (1965)] are implications of the elasticity between
the factor and commodity prices (FPCP elasticity) (53)-(54), which can
be rewritten as
¡b Pi ¡ b Pj
¢±¡
^ w ¡ ^ r
¢
= ²Li ¡ ²Lj = ²Kj ¡ ²Ki: (55)
Since b Pi and b Pj both lie between ^ w and ^ r, cf. (20), then
j
¡b Pi ¡ b Pj
¢±¡
^ w ¡ ^ r
¢
j < 1: (56)
Combining (54, 55), (56), with (23), we immediately obtain the follow-
ing inequalities (\magni¯cation relations"):
ki(!) < kj(!) :
(
^ Pi > ^ Pj : ^ w > b Pi > b Pj > ^ r;
^ Pj > ^ Pi : ^ r > b Pj > b Pi > ^ w;
(57)
ki(!) > kj(!) :
(
^ Pi > ^ Pj : ^ r > b Pi > b Pj > ^ w;
^ Pj > ^ Pi : ^ w > b Pj > b Pi > ^ r:
(58)
Since the CES marginal rate of substitution !i in (46) always has
the limit values zero and in¯nity, we need, for precise geometry and
intuition, to know the limits of the relative prices pij(!), (51), for !















(1 ¡ aj)¾ j=(¾ j¡1)
(1 ¡ ai)¾i=(¾i¡1): (59)
With ¾i 6= ¾j, (51), (48), any relative price has a unique reversal price
ratio:
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Proposition 1. The graphs of the relative prices, pij(!), (51) { the
CES factor-price-commodity-price (FPCP) correspondence { have lim-
its, classi¯ed by ¾i, as follows:













¾i > 1; ¾j < 1 : lim
!!0
pij = 0; lim
!!1
pij = 0; (63)
¾i < 1; ¾j > 1 : lim
!!0
pij = 1; lim
!!1
pij = 1: (64)
The reversal price ratio, ¹ pij ´ pij(¹ !), (60), is always a maximum (i®
¾i > ¾j) or a minimum (i® ¾j > ¾i) [cf. Fig. 1]. For the substitution
elasticities (61)-(63), the range of pij(!), (51), is bounded. With °i =
°j, and both substitutions elasticities, either small (61) or large (62),
the range of pij(!) becomes a narrow interval, and there will be only
small di®erences between the values of p¤
ij and p¤¤
ij , (59), if ai, aj, have
similar size [cf. Table 4].
I® ¾i = ¾j 6= 1, the functions, pij(!), (52), are always monotonic,
bounded, and increasing between p¤
ij and p¤¤
ij , i® aj > ai. Only the CD
relative prices pij(!), (49), are monotonic and unbounded, cf. Fig. 1.
Proof: First, results (61)-(62). With ¾i < 1 and ¾j < 1, the brackets
in (51) converge to one at ! = 0, which establishes the limiting p = p¤.
For large !, the numerator and denominator in (51) are approximately
proportional to !¡1 with coe±cients equal to the numerator and the
denominator of p¤¤, (59). Similar arguments as above establish (62).
Second, results (63)-(64). With ¾i > 1 and ¾j < 1, the numerator in
(51) converges to a constant and the denominator converges to in¯nity
at ! = 0, which establish the limiting value of p = 0. For large !, the
numerator of (51) converges to zero, whereas the denominator converges
to a non-zero constant. Hence the limiting value of p is zero. Similar
arguments as above establish (64). ====
The concrete values of, p¤
ij; p¤¤
ij and ¹ pij can be calculated for any size
of the CES parameters; however, for a clear quantitative understanding














































ai = aj = a : ¹ q = a
¾j¡¾i
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If aj = ai = 1
2, then q¤ = 1 and ¹ q form the interval of relative prices.
Although the numerical value of q¤ is sensitive to its many param-
eter combinations, the dominating in°uences on the deviation of this
quotient from q¤ = 1 are the extent to which both, aj;ai, di®er from
the critical value 1
2, and the extent to which both, ¾i;¾j, di®er from
the critical value 1.




; ±l = A
¾l
¾l¡1








Lemma 2. Exact decompositions of the quotient q¤, (65), are:
q¤ = ±j di = ±i dj: (69)








which is (69). ====
From (65)-(68) it follows that
lim¾i;¾j!1 q¤ = Aji; lim¾i;¾j!0 q¤ = 1: (71)
We illustrate Lemma 2 in Tables 2-4.
Table 2 Table 3
ai ¸ aj ai · aj
Aji ¸ 1 Aji · 1
¾l > 1 ±l ¸ 1 ±l · 1






¾i · ¾j dl ¸ 1 dl · 1
¾i ¸ ¾j dl · 1 dl ¸ 1
Table 4. Numerical illustrations of benchmark cases (°i=°j =1).





ij ¹ pij ¹ q
0:3 0:25 0:1 0:1 1:29 0:97 0:97 1:00 1:00 0:97 1:02 0:99 ¡ ¡
0:3 0:25 0:4 0:3 1:29 0:85 0:90 1:22 1:30 1:10 0:81 0:89 1:01 1:24
0:8 0:25 0:3 0:2 12:0 0:34 0:54 0:78 1:22 0:42 1:29 0:54 1:29 1:00
0:3 0:40 0:6 0:7 0:64 1:94 2:80 0:49 0:71 1:38 1:39 1:93 0:91 0:65
0:3 0:30 0:6 0:7 1:00 1:00 1:00 0:49 0:49 0:49 2:73 1:35 1:00 0:37
0:4 0:30 0:6 0:7 1:56 0:52 0:36 0:71 0:49 0:25 4:20 1:07 0:92 0:22
0:3 0:25 1:6 1:5 1:29 1:95 2:13 1:33 1:44 2:82 0:39 1:09 1:11 2:86
0:3 0:25 2:0 1:9 1:29 1:65 1:70 1:10 1:13 1:87 0:60 1:11 1:11 1:87

















Case 1.7.3, sj< si< 1, aj³ai< ½, pij* < pij**
w/r
pij** pij* pij




























































Case 1.8.2, 1 <si< sj, aj³ ai< ½, pij* > pij**
w/r
w
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Due to (9), the relationship between relative product (cost) prices and
factor prices is not a®ected by factor endowments, or by any demand
or any taxation/tari® system, speci¯ed in CGE models. Thus, as an
invariance, this FPCP pij(!), (51), is implicitly embedded in several
applied CGE models (with (9) and CES technologies), and hence it
can also be retrieved explicitly from (or check) presentations of the
complete general equilibrium solution.
The well-known CGE calculations in Table 5 use CES parameters:
°i = 1:5; °j = 2:0; ai = 0:4; aj = 0:3; ¾i = 2:0; ¾j = 0:50 (72)
i.e., refers to Case 1.9, Fig. 1, with maximum here, ¹ pij =1:35 , cf. (60).
Table 5. Computational General Equilibrium solutions,2 and the
FPCP correspondence, pij(!), (51).
w r ! = w=r pij(!) Pi Pj Pi=Pj
1:00 1:373 0:728 1:280 1:399 1:093 1:280
1:00 1:426 0:701 1:271 1:412 1:111 1:271
1:00 1:393 0:718 1:277 1:404 1:100 1:276
1:00 1:372 0:729 1:280 1:399 1:092 1:281
1:00 1:438 0:695 1:268 1:415 1:115 1:269
4 Preferences, Demand and Expenditure Shares of GDP
4.1 Consumption and Saving
On the demand side of the economy, the actual division of national in-
come between saving and consumption is our ¯rst problem, posing ma-
jor issues of long theoretical and empirical standing. However, attention
here will only be given - as in NIPA accounting - to the accumulation of
new productive capital (tangible assets), excluding intangibles such as
all services, education (human capital), and portfolio & wealth evalua-
tions (\capital gains") from entering NIPA saving accounts. Hence only
the newly produced ¯nal goods of a few manufacturing, construction
and building industries will enter the NIPA saving/investment share
of GDP. Thus, with only one capital good (\equipment") industry, we
have
Y = C + S; s = S=Y = I=Y = P1Y1=Y = s1: (73)
Per capita saving/consumption, in any numeraire, are denoted by sL=Pi,
cL=Pi,
s = S=Y = (S=L)=(Y=L) = sL=y = (sL=Pi)=(y=Pi); y ¡ sL = cL:
(74)
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Optimum paths for savings and consumption by a representative agent











where R[u(t)] is an accumulated rate of time preference by which fu-
ture utility is discounted { and which summarizes the preference struc-
ture of the agent regarding the time pro¯le of the continuous utility
stream from present and future consumption, see Uzawa (1969, p. 630),
(1968, p. 488). According to Uzawa (1969, p. 634), (1973, p. 58), if
the intertemporal preference orderings are homothetic, then the optimal
per capita saving (sL=Pi) is separable and linear with respect income,
(y=Pi), i.e.,
sL=Pi = sL(r;w;y) = sL(r=Pi;w=Pi;y=Pi); (76)
sL=Pi = sL(r=Pi;w=Pi;y=Pi) = s¤
L(r=Pi;w=Pi) ¢ (y=Pi): (77)
Thus with (77) and (74) the overall saving rate (s) is solely determined
by the \real" factor prices, and such that the saving rate (s) increases
with the real rental rate and decreases in the real wages, i.e.,
s = s¤
L(r=Pi;w=Pi); @s¤
L=@(r=Pi) > 0; @s¤
L=@(w=Pi) < 0: (78)
A further reduction in the arguments of saving function (78) may occur









which might allow the budget share (s) to be also formally handled
by homothetic utility functions, applied to genuine consumer goods
below. In the tradition of the BÄ ohm-Bawerk & Fisherian theory of time
preference, Koopmans (1960), Tinbergen (1960), Uzawa (1973, p. 59),
(1968, p. 494), (1969, p. 630, 637), the optimal saving rate is essentially
dependent on (increasing with) the expected real rate of interest, ie
r, with
its level being equal to the marginal rate of time preference, ½[u(t)] ,
i.e., in short,
s = s(ie
r); (r=P1)e = ie
r = ½[u(t)]: (80)
A serious problem is, however, that the saving functions (76)-(80) have
not so far obtained generally accepted functional forms, and even less,
been examined for critical values of fundamental parameters. Further-
more, the saving/investment share of GDP is not just a matter of op-
timizing consumer preferences (temporal/intertemporal). Actually, it
needs to be based on joint considerations of the producer-consumer
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Hence, with some empirical support, we adopt a provisional assumption
of mathematically treating the saving rate as a parametric (\¯xed")
constant:
s = s1 = constant (parametric variation): (81)
This assumption does not preclude seeing positive e®ects of relatively
declining capital good prices on investment (capital stock accumula-
tion), cf. (73). As to the observed long-run constancy of the gross pri-
vate (household and business combined ) saving rate, see Denison (1958,
p.267), David & Scadding (1974, p.238), Tobin (1980). The constancy
of the total private saving rate (81) may be interpreted, Tobin (1980,
p.65), as an extension of the Modigliani-Miller theorem beyond ¯nance
to real capital accumulation.
4.2 Expenditure Systems and CES-Class Utility Preferences
The purpose of budget (expenditure) systems is to describe mathemat-
ically how in a certain period a given money amount of total consump-
tion expenditures is allocated to item-speci¯c expenditure categories.
The key elements determining this budget allocation are, as usual, as-
sumed to be consumer preferences, prices of consumer goods & services,
and the given size of the total budget (expenditures). Rather than
giving Marshallian demand or Hicks/Slutsky (compensated) demand
functions for various preference functions, we need explicit analytical
expressions of the budget shares, ei (29), for here actually solving the
static and dynamic general equilibrium systems.
We shall make use of a few benchmark speci¯cations of preference
(utility) functions - direct, U(:), and indirect utility, V (:) - cf. Mass-
Colell et al. (1995, p. 56), Deaton & Muelbauer (1992, p. 38). Among
many other references, we refer to, Silberberg & Suen (2001), Chung
(1994), Wold (1952).
Introducing the notation of expenditure (\income") and price elas-
ticities as, @ lnYi=@ lnC ´ E(Yi;C), @ lnYi=@ lnPj ´ E(Yi;Pj), then
demand (expenditure) systems must satisfy four basic, well-known,




j=2 E(Yi;Pj) + E(Yi;C) = 0; (82)
Engel Aggregation :
PN
j=2 ej ¢ E(Yj;C) = 1; (83)
Cournot Aggregation :
PN
j=2 ej ¢ E(Yj;Pi) = ¡ ei < 0; (84)
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Incidentally, note that any demand (expenditure) functions with con-
stant non-unitary price and income elasticities cannot satisfy (83), ex-
cept for a narrow range of the price and income variables involved,
Wold (1952, p.106).
The CES form of the direct/indirect utility functions is the only
functional form with the property of self-duality, i.e., the dual can
be expressed exactly with same parameters; see, Samuelson (1965),
Houthakker (1965).
We have [Silberberg & Suen (2001, p. 359), Chung (1994, p. 58),
Shoven & Whalley (1992, p. 45, 96)]: ®i > 0;
PN
i=2 ®i = 1,

























































































i > 1; 0 < ei(!) < 1:
(90)
Lemma 3. The limiting consumer expenditure shares { with CES tech-
nologies (41{43) and CES utility functions (86) { are given by




















































i = 1; (94)
and p¤
ij, p¤¤
ij are given by (59), cf. Proposition 1.
When some of the industries have CES substitution elasticities larger
and smaller than one, the limiting expenditure shares become:
¾u < 1; ¾i > 1 > ¾j :
lim
!!0;1






¾u > 1; ¾i > 1 > ¾j :
lim
!!0
ei(!) = ¹ e¤¤
i ; lim
!!1ei(!) = ¹ e¤
i; lim
!!0;1

































































i · 1; (100)
¹ e¤ + e¤ = 1; ¹ e¤¤ + e¤¤ = 1: (101)
Proof: The limiting shares (91)-(94) follow from (90), (61) and (62).
The limiting shares (95)-(100) follow from (90) and (63) and (64). ====
4.3 Homothetic and Non-Homothetic Consumer Preferences
The main de¯ciency of many conventional and in fact any homothetic
direct utility function is that all the consumer goods have an \income
(C)" elasticity of one. Hence, the class of indirect utility functions at-
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¯rst proposed by Leser (1941), and it was related to the indirect ad-
dilog by Houthakker (1960). We de¯ne Indirect Addilog Utility as




®i = 1; 0 < ¯i < 1;

































































The budget system (104), with ¯ = ¾u¡1 > 0, is seen to be a subsystem
of the homothetic CES system (90) already characterized in Lemma 3.
With ¯i 6= ¯j the non-homothetic indirect addilog utility function
has budget shares (105) with terms C=Pi = (1¡s)Y=Pi, cf. (73), where
Y=Pi is well-de¯ned in terms of !, L, K, see (25). With the positiv-
ity restrictions above on ®i; ¯i, the budget shares (104-105), always
satis¯es 0 < ei < 1.





i = 1; ¯i < 1; (106)















Still, (106-107) satis¯es 0 < ei(!;L;K) < 1. The indirect utility func-
tion of this generalized budget system is unknown (and may never
be given in closed form). But the empirical application of (107), e.g.,
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curve patterns allows negative, zero, and positive \income elasticities"
(the upper bound may be greater than two), and collectively, the con-
dition (83) is satis¯ed by (107).




®j = 1; ¯ij = ¯ji;

















































This translog indirect utility function, Christensen, Jorgenson, and Lau
(1971, 1975), Silberberg & Suen (2001, p. 361), Chung (1994, p. 68),
is one of the most widely used °exible functional forms in empirical
demand analysis. It may be interpreted as a second-order local approx-
imation to an arbitrary indirect utility function. Its budget share is
here presented in a proper explicit forms for our purposes.
The usual monotonicity property of preferences is satis¯ed by impos-
ing on (108) the condition below (LHS of the implication) [see Chung
(1994, p. 69)]:
8k : ®k +
PN
j=2 ¯kj ln(C=Pj) > 0 ) 8i : 0 < ei < 1: (111)
This is a su±cient condition, cf. (110), for relevant shares, ei, too (RHS
of the implication). Rewriting
ln(C=Pj) = ln[C=Pi ¢ Pi=Pj] = ln(C=Pi ¢ pij) = ln(C=Pi) + lnpij;
we obtain (110) restated (dividing by its numerator) conveniently as:
ei(!;L;K)=
8
> > > > > <


















> > > > > =
> > > > > ;
¡1
:
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In the non-homothetic case, the terms, C=Pi, (112) are - as mentioned
above for the non-homothetic addilog - well-de¯ned in the arguments
of ei, (112).
By direct inspection of the budget share, (109), a more tractable
and simpler su±cient condition than (111) for having 0 < ei < 1 is
8i : [8k : Pk · C ^ ¯ik ·
PN
j=2 ¯kj ) 0 < ei < 1] (113)
The implication (113) follows here from using ln(C=Pk) > 0 and the
symmetry ¯ij = ¯ji in (109). Accordingly, (113) also applies to budget
shares, (112). Requiring in, (113), that all unit prices, Pk, are less than
total expenditure, C, is hardly any practical restriction at all; such
luxury goods are ignored.
For the homothetic translog with the restrictions
PN
j=2 ¯kj = 0 (k = 2;:::;N); (114)
the budget shares ei become (cf. (112))
ei(!) = ®i [1 ¡
PN
j=2 ¯ij lnpij(!) ]¡1 (i = 2;:::;N): (115)
Besides (114), we must evidently impose further parameter restrictions
on ¯ij or indirectly upon the sizes of the relative prices, pij, for having
, 0 < ei < 1, in (115). However, we shall not pursue such restric-
tions, since the homothetic translog has little factual application. With
translog, it is the non-homethetic version and its richer Engel curve
patterns that makes it attractive/useful.
5 Walrasian General Equilibrium of Multi-Sector Economies
The demand side of the multisector economy is expressed by the respec-
tive GDP expenditure shares, si, derived from the consumer budget
shares, ei, in section 4. The supply side of the economy { operating un-
der constant returns to scale and with full (10-11) and Pareto-e±cient
factor utilization, (16) { is always summarized by sectorial factor allo-
cation fractions ¸Li, ¸Ki, which in turn are determined by si and the
sectorial cost shares ²Li, ²Ki, (33).
Theorem 1. The Walrasian equilibrium (competitive general equilib-
rium) states, { by market clearing prices on the commodity/factor mar-
kets and Pareto e±cient endowments allocations { are, with homoge-
neous production functions of degree one, and with any homothetic pref-
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Corollary 1. With CES sector technologies and any homothetic utility





i=1 si(!)(1 + ci!1¡¾i)¡1
1 ¡
PN
i=1 si(!)(1 + ci!1¡¾i)¡1 = ª(!): (117)
Theorem 2. For sector technologies with constant returns to scale and
non-homothetic utility functions, Walrasian equilibrium states are given













Corollary 2. With CES sector technologies, the Walrasian equilibrium




i=1 si(!;L;K)(1 + ci!1¡¾i)¡1
1 ¡
PN
i=1 si(!;L;K)(1 + ci!1¡¾i)¡1 = ¨(!;L;K): (119)
Locus expressions (118) and (119) give ! implicitly as a function (graph)
of (L,K):
! = ¤(L;K): (120)
Proof: The theorems and corollaries are obtained by turning Wal-
ras' law (identity), (34), into the respective Walrasian equilibrium con-
ditions, (116)-(119). Rather than relying on ¯xed-point methods for
searching (iteration) the equilibrium prices (vector) of numerous sup-
ply and demand equations of goods and factor markets, our general
equilibrium solution procedure is formulated in variables (shares), hav-
ing simple economic and observable NIPA counterparts. Since relative
commodity prices are endogenous variables, they are by construction
properly eliminated from our \structural" general equilibrium equa-
tions. Hence we end up with a \reduced" form of just one equation
(explicit or implicit) between the remaining endogenous relative factor
prices of general equilibrium and the exogenous (given) factor endow-
ments. ====
The competitive general equilibrium functions, k = ª(!), ! = ¤(L;K),
are crucial for inquiring into the statics, comparative statics, and dy-
namics of multi-sector economies, and they are called the factor endow-
ment-factor price (FEFP) correspondence. Having obtained ! from
(116), we can go back through (22), (51), (90) (47), (32), (33) and (24)
to get the associated general equilibrium values of all other endogenous
variables (sector outputs, allocation fractions of inputs, income shares,
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Regarding the shape of the graph of ª, (117), it is evident that, if
all substitution elasticities are larger than one, ¾i > 1 for i = 2;:::;N,
then the numerator (denominator) expression in (117) will increase
(decrease) [cf. ²Ki, ²Li (15)], which always ensures that the Walrasian
locus ª(!), (117), is monotonically increasing. When all ¾i are less
than one, ¾i < 1, only a detailed examination will reveal the global and
local shape of the graph.
Proposition 2. The graphs of the Walrasian equilibrium, ª(!),(117),
are in Fig. 1 to be located between the extreme monotonic CES, !i-
curves, (46). For any value of the GDP shares, si, and for any size
of the sectorial substitution elasticities, ¾i;i = 1;:::;N; the functions,
ª(!), have the limit properties:
lim
!!0
ª(!) = 0; lim
!!1ª(!) = 1; (121)
lim
!!0
ª(!)=ª0(!) = 0; lim
!!1ª(!)=ª0(!) = 1: (122)
With (117), the elasticities, E(k;!), of ª(!) have the ¯nite limits:
















E(k;!) = 1: (125)
Proof: The limits (121)-(122) are seen immediately from (117). The
limits (123)-(125) follow from the formulas (116) and (117):
E(k;!) = ª0(!)!=ª(!) = 1 + E(±K;!) ¡ E(1 ¡ ±K;!); (126)
E(±K;!) = ±0





In case of constant si, the numerators of (127), §±0
K(!)!, go to zero
for both ! ! 0 and ! ! 1, as is seen by simple calculations. The
denominators of (127), ±K, 1 ¡ ±K, go to ¹ s or s for ! ! 0 and ! ! 1
in accordance with Table 6. Hence in case of, 0 < ¹ s < 1, cf. Table 6
(rows 1,3), the last two terms of (126) go to zero - giving (125). In case
of, ¹ s = 0;1; one term of (126) goes to zero, while the other goes to the
dominating power, in some cases seen by use of lHospital. This proves
(123)-(124).
In the case of variable si(!), we just have to correct the proof above
by adding the limits of s0
i(!)!=si(!), which, however, are both zero,
since the budget shares ei(!) have speci¯c limits e¤
i and e¤¤
i for the
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6 Dynamics and Evolution of Multi-Sector Economies
In the multi-sectoral planning literature, we often read statements like
that of, e.g., Johansen (1974, p. 22):
\The growth process is generated by the following factors, all
of which are considered to be exogenously determined : a) To-
tal investment, b) Growth in population; working and total, c)
Growth in productivity; shifts in production functions over time,
d) Changes in exogenous demand; mainly government and net
foreign demand."
This broad view of the exogeneity concept refers to exogeneity (sep-
arability) assumptions of rather diverse nature. Let us consider those
above in reverse order.
Some \applied/planning" growth models may include a public sector
with government expenditure and taxation assumptions/speci¯cations,
but this sector can properly be excluded for other theoretical/analytical
purposes. Similarly, some growth models may include international
trade and international factor mobility. Certainly, open and in particu-
lar small open economies operate di®erently from closed economies, but
for obtaining some actual insights about economic evolution, a relevant
closed (global) economy growth model may su±ce. Next, \shifts" in
production (or utility) functions refer to \parametric\ changes. Since
most economic parameters are not \natural constants\ and occasionally
undergo critical changes, an important object of growth models is to
qualitatively understand and identify the crucial parameters involved
and their critical numerical values. Regarding labour endowments (pop-
ulation), no attention has so far been directed to its exogenously given
size. As a state variable in a dynamic model, it may still be treated,
without violating the general equilibrium model above, as evolving ex-
ogenously with speci¯ed parameters.
On the contrary, however, the time paths of total investments and
capital endowments cannot be extrapolated exogenously without violat-
ing the general equilibrium solutions of Theorem 1-2. A coherent general
equilibrium evolution for the capital endowments in continuous time can
only be derived from consistently integrating the endogenous output
paths of our sector 1, i.e., the macrodynamic role of the capital good
industry (machinery) in growth models of multi-industry-economies
must be carefully studied.
The equations of factor accumulation for multi-sector growth mod-
els, with two primary factors and °exible constant return-to-scale sector
technologies, are formally given by (± : the depreciation rate of capital),
dL=dt ´ _ L = nL; (128)
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6.1 General Equilibrium Dynamics with Homothetic Preferences
In the general equilibrium models of multi-sector economies, k1 and l1
in (129) are through !, (16), (116) and (117) uniquely determined by
the factor endowments ratio k, cf. (47). Hence, the accumulation equa-
tions (128) and (129) become autonomous (time invariant) di®erential
equations in the state variables L and K and represent a standard
homogeneous dynamic system,
_ L = Ln ´ Lf(k); (130)




´ Lg(k); L 6= 0: (131)
As g(k) in (131) is an intricate composite function of k, we rewrite g(k)
in alternative forms by (129), (25) and (26):
_ K = s1Y=P1¡±K = Ls1(! + k)f0
1(k1)¡±K (132)
= Lk[s1f0
1(k1)=±K¡±] = Lg(k); Lk = K; (133)
where to succinctly express and decompose the governing functions of
capital accumulation (132) - the bounded variable ±K(k) is mainly a
formal auxiliary term helpful in evaluating concrete cases.
From the governing functions g(k) and f(k), (130){(133), the di-
rector function h(k) that controls dk=dt ´ _ k takes the form h(k) ´
g(k) ¡ kf(k),





¡ (n + ±)
¸
; !(k) = ª¡1(k): (134)
The dynamic system (134) in k is di±cult to evaluate quantitatively and
generally analytically intractable; e.g., if ¾i6=¾j, then, k=ª(!), (116)
can not be inverted (although ª¡1 exists) in closed form. But k=ª(!),
(116), are continuously di®erentiable functions of !, and dynamics in





























¡ (n + ±)
¸
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1 (1 + c1!1¡¾1)1=(¾1¡1)
PN
i=1 si(!)(1 + ci!1¡¾i)¡1 ¡ (n + ±)
3
5 (138)
with ª(!) given in (117).
6.2 Existence and Uniqueness of Steady States or Persistent Growth
The complete set (family) of k(t) solutions to the dynamic systems
(134) is qualitatively described and classi¯ed by the following theorem.
Theorem 3. The multi-sector growth models (128) have no positive,
stationary k(t)-solution [k(t) = 0 is attractor], i®
8k > 0 : ¹ b1 < ([n + ±]=s1)±K(k) (139)
and have at least one steady state [ray path in (L;K)-space], i® [cf.
(3)]
9k > 0 : ([n + ±]=s1)±K(k) 2 J1: (140)
The stationary capital-labor ratios k(t) = · for all t are obtained by
f0
1[k1(·)] = ([n + ±]=s1)±K(·): (141)
With existence (140), a su±cient condition for a unique root of h(k) is
8k > 0 : E(h(k)=k;k) < 0 , 8! 2 ­ : E(k;!) ¸ 1: (142)
The time paths of the growth model solutions, k(t), display persistent
growth { limt!1 k(t) = 1 { if and only if
8k > 0 : b1 > ([n + ±]=s1)±K(k): (143)
Proof: The set of solutions to (134) depends entirely on the shape
of the director function, h(k), and the number of roots of h(k). The
existence of nonzero roots requires that ([n + ±]=s1)±K(k) belongs to
the range of f0
1 as stated in (140). If no positive root exists, we have
either the case (139) with origo as attractor, or the case (143) with
persistent growth.
If a root of (141) exists, a unique attractor in the interval stated
in (140) always occurs with a global negative sign of the elasticity,
E(h(k)=k;k) < 0, which can be derived from (134); cf. (142), (123)-
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6.3 Dynamics of MSG Models with CES Sector Technologies
Qualitative properties of the family of Walrasian general equilibrium
solutions k(t) in multi-sector growth models with CES technologies are
summarized as follows:
Theorem 4. For the multi-sector growth models (128)-(131) with CES
technologies, the su±cient conditions for the existence of at least one
positive steady-state solution are [no positive, attractive, steady state so-
lution · (141) exists with the inequalities of (144-145), RHS, reversed]:
8i ¾i < 1 : ¹ b1 = °1a
¾1
¾1¡1
1 > (n + ±)=s1: (144)
With only assuming ¾1 < 1, (144) is generalized to, [¯ = 1 + 1¡s1
s1 e¤]








(n + ±)¯ for ¾u < 1;
n + ± for ¾u > 1:
(145)
If ¾1 · 1 (su±cient condition), persistent growth of k(t) is impossible.
If ¾1 > 1, necessary and su±cient conditions for limt!1 k(t) = 1 are:
8i ¾i > 1 : b1 = °1a
¾1
¾1¡1
1 > (n + ±)=s1: (146)










(n + ±)¹ ¯ for ¾u > 1;
n + ± for ¾u < 1; (147)
except that (147) is occasionally not su±cient for small initial values.
Proof: The proof proceeds with the dual version, ~(!). The term
ª(!)=ª0(!) has no in°uence on these limit analyses, cf. Proposition 2.
Assume ¯rst that ¾1 < 1. The fraction in the large bracket (138)
goes to zero for ! ! 1; hence, there are no permanent increasing
solutions of !(t). If (144)-(145) are satis¯ed, then this fraction passes at
least once monotonically through the constant, when ! goes from zero
to in¯nity. The di®erence s in the constant comes from the denominator
taking values 1 or s for ! ! 0, depending on the size of other ¾i. If the
inequalities are reversed, then ~(!) is negative. The role of s in (145)
follows from (138), (31) and (91)-(101).
Second, assume ¾1 > 1: The fraction in the large bracket (138) goes
to in¯nity for ! ! 0. If and only if (146)-(147) are satis¯ed, then this
fraction eventually remains above the constant, when ! goes from zero
to in¯nity. The di®erence s1 in the constant comes from the denomi-
nator taking values 1 or ¹ s for ! ! 1, depending on the size of other
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reversed, then ~(!) eventually becomes negative. The necessary condi-
tions (146) are also su±cient, as k(k) is, with respectively ¾i > 1 and
¾1 > 1, monotonically decreasing, but remain above RHS values, (146).
The role of ¹ s in (147) follows from (31), (138) and (91-101). ====
Theorem 4 shows clearly that the global existence problem of steady
states (·) or persistent growth of k(t) depends on the size of the key
parameters: ¾i, a1, °1, s1, n, ±, ¹ s. The accumulation parameters (s1,¹ s;
n, ±) play some roles; but the fundamental role of the technology param-
eters in the capital good industry (¾1; °1; a1) - altering the long-run
k(t) solutions of multi-sectoral general equilibrium growth models -
complies with observation and intuition. Evidently, the strategic im-
portance ascribed to the capital good industries by economic historians
and the general public, makes good economic sense, at least for the
closed (global) economy.
The single most important parameter in Theorem 4 is the substitu-
tion elasticity in the capital good sector, ¾1. It must clearly be larger
than one for persistent growth to take place. However, the \total pro-
ductivity" parameter °1 in the capital good sector a®ects all the stated
conditions (144-147), and they can all be violated by giving °1 any
value between 0 and 1.
A larger TFP parameter of the capital good sector °1 may give a
\big push", cf. Murphy et al. [1989], Parente & Prescott [1999], Prescott
[1998]. But if we restrict °1 = 1 and if ¾1 ' 2, then (146) will usually
be satis¯ed with the other parameters, in particular, with high saving
rates. The key role of the technology in the capital good industry had
escaped the \mainstream" literature on two- and multi-sector growth
models, cf. Jensen (2003, p.75).
As to empirical evidence, the theoretical general equilibrium pre-
dictions of Theorem 4 tally with studies of long-run growth conducted
by, Rosenberg (1963), De Long & Summers, (1991), Rebolo (1991),
and Jones [1994]. In particular, high rates of equipment investment
(\mechanization") are prime determinants for national growth perfor-
mance (per capita growth).
Furthermore, the making of various equipments become eventually
highly mechanized by making various engines (steam, combustion, elec-
tric) \cheap as well as good," cf. Mokyr [1990, p. 87]. This supports
factor substitution and mechanization subsequently in the consumer
good industries. In this way, the capital good (multi-purpose machin-
ery/equipment) is a \Lever of Riches" (productivity and per capita
growth) in several sectors with the capital good industry itself and its
technology parameters being naturally of primary importance for sus-
taining the economic growth process - as here mathematically demon-
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On advances in technology and economic evolution, Usher (1954, p.
10) writes:
\It is important not to presume a continuous development of
technology at a constant rate, but it is important, also, to rec-
ognize that the process of social evolution consists in part in
the cumulative development of science and technology. We need
both a general understanding of the process or processes, and,
when records make it possible, a documented account of the his-
tory of particular periods and particular achievements"
and (p. 380)
\The technique of interchangeable -part manufacture was thus
established in general outline before the invention of the sewing
machine or harvesting machinery. The new technique was a fun-
damental condition of the great achievements realized by inven-
tors and manufacturers in those ¯elds. It made it possible to
place the sewing machine in the home and it generalized the use
of harvesting machinery of McCormick and Deere with aston-
ishing rapidity. American engineering and manufacturing ¯rms
took the lead in this general development, achieving distinctive
results over an important ¯eld that was steadily enlarged decade
after decade. The group of machine tools became more and more
automatic, and it became possible to build highly specialized
machinery for manufacturing ¯rms. Great re¯nements of execu-
tion were achieved with the simplest labor of attendance. These
highly developed machine tools are the most distinguished \iron
men" of the modern industrial world, for they make possible that
substitution of machinery for labor that is so happily described
as e®ecting a \transfer of skill"."
Can historical stages (parametric changes) of increasing substitution
elasticities in the industries of consumer or especially capital goods be
better and more eloquently described? Multi-sectoral dynamics o®er
the same economic message about key parameters behind the patterns
of industrial evolution.
6.4 General Equilibrium Dynamics with Non-Homothetic Preferences
The qualitative insight gained by Theorem 4 and the discussion above
about the dynamic role of critical parameter values is not con¯ned to
economies of homothetic consumer preferences. Evidently, with non-
homothetic preferences, the factor accumulation equations (128), 129),
132) and (133) still apply,
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Although the equations (148), cannot be reduced to a single equation
in the capital-labor ratio, k, and certainly neither in the wage-rental
ratio !, (135-138), the accumulation equations, (148), still represent
a well-de¯ned dynamic system in the state variable, L;K, by which,
without explicit solutions, the logarithmic time derivative of k(t) is
easily obtained, cf. (134):










¡ (n + ±): (149)
Thus the qualitative question of steady state or persistent growth of
k(t) from (148) similarly depends, cf. (143), on the condition
b1 > ([n + ±]=s1)±K(L;K) for all L and K. (150)
The conditions of (147) still applies, but here with ¹ s dependent of
(L;K), cf. (105), (107), (112).
Although there are obviously quantitatively great di®erences for
economies with non-homothetic preferences (income elasticities di®er-
ent from one, Engels law), it is seen from (149)-(150) that the critical
role of the capital good industry and its substitution elasticity carry
over from Theorem 4.
7 Persistent Growth and Asymptotic Growth Rates
To complement the persistent growth solutions of the state variable k(t)
or !(t) with disaggregate information about the general equilibrium
evolution for sectorial and other endogenous per capita variables, we
characterize the respective time paths by their asymptotic growth rates
[^ !(t) ´ _ !=!(t), etc.]:
Theorem 5. With (146)-(147), the long-run growth rates of k(t) and
!(t) in Walrasian multi-sector growth models (128) with CES technolo-
gies are:
8i¾i > 1 : lim
t!1 ^ ! =




^ k = s1b1 ¡ (n + ±):(151)
With only assuming ¾1 > 1, (151) is generalized to, [¹ ¯ = 1 + 1¡s1
s1 ¹ e¤]
lim





¡ (n + ±) =
½
b1=¹ ¯ ¡ (n + ±) for ¾u > 1;
b1 ¡ (n + ±) for ¾u < 1:
(152)
With (151), the long-run sectorial and per capita growth rates are
lim
t!1
^ ki = lim
t!1
^ yi = lim
t!1
\ (w=Pi) = lim
t!1
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where





[s1b1 ¡ (n + ±)]: (154)
With (152), the long-run sectorial and per capita growth rates are
lim
t!1






b1=¹ ¯ ¡ (n + ±)
¤
for ¾u > 1;
¾i [b1 ¡ (n + ±)] for ¾u < 1: (155)
If only the capital good sector has a substitution elasticity, ¾1 > 1, then
^ k ! b1¡(n+±); ^ k1 ! ¾1[b1¡(n+±)]; ^ ki ! ¾i[b1¡(n+±)]; (156)
lim
t!1
^ k1 = lim
t!1
^ y1 = lim
t!1
\ (w=P1) = lim
t!1
\ (y=P1); (157)
whereas the output of all other sectors will ultimately stagnate,
lim
t!1 ^ yi = 0 and lim
t!1yi = °i(1 ¡ ai)
¾i
¾i¡1 for i 6= 1: (158)
Proof: Theorem 5 follows from Theorem 3, (146), combined with (135),
(137) and (124), and using (45)-(47), (24) and (16). Thus, by (137):
lim
t!1 ^ ! = [ lim
!!1E(k;!)]¡1[s1b1=s ¡ (n + ±)] (159)
The FEFP correspondence k = ª(!) next gives
^ k = E(k;!)^ !; ^ ki = ¾i^ !; ^ yi = ²ki^ ki (160)
which holds generally with CES. These relations and limits establish
the relevant asymptotic growth rates in Theorem 5. ====
As Theorem 5 supplements Theorem 3 and Proposition 2, only a few
remarks are needed. The asymptotic growth rates of ^ k, (151) and (152)
correspond, respectively, to those implied by (146) and (147). Evidently,
with more industries to be highly mechanized (¾i > 1) and hence larger
¹ s, the slower will be the overall accumulation rate, ^ k. The same applies
to the sectorial ^ ki, (154)-(155); but for ^ ki, what also matters is the
elasticity of ª and its own ¾i, cf. (160).
If maximum growth of per capita consumption is the goal, then
the ranking with, all ¾j > ¾1 > 1, is preferred { which contributes to
mechanizing and maintaining the growth rate of all consumer goods and
thereby increases the welfare per capita in any numeraire (sectorial)
good, (153). The other extreme is capital accumulation for its own
sake (156)-(158); capital accumulation, causing increasing wage-rental
rates, makes it impossible to avoid increasing sectorial (ki) anywhere,
even though diminishing returns (with ¾i < 1) eventually terminate
increases in sectorial labor productivity.
Thus, even with homothetic preferences and only price elasticities
involved on the demand side, diverse patterns of industrial growth may
emerge with di®erent CES technologies on the supply side of a multi-
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8 Final Comments
The opinion of Ricardo (1965, p.263-69) on capital goods (machinery)
was the following:
\Ever since I ¯rst turned my attention to questions of political
economy, I have been of opinion that such an application of
machinery to any branch of production as should have the e®ect
of saving labour was a general good, accompanied only with
that portion of inconvenience which in most cases attends the
removal of capital and labour from one employment to another.
-These were my opinions, and they continue unaltered, as far as
regards the landlord and the capitalist; but I am convinced that
the substitution of machinery for human labour is often very
injurious to the interests of the class of laborers.
- The statements which I have made will not, I hope, lead to the
inference that machinery should not be encouraged. To elucidate
the principle, I have been supposing that improved machinery is
suddenly discovered and extensively used; but the truth is that
these discoveries are gradual, and rather operate in determining
the employment of the capital which is saved and accumulated
than in diverting capital from its actual employment".
His contemporary von ThÄ unen [1850 (1930, p.499)] had similar opinion:
\WÄ ahrend man in Europa den gedrÄ uckten Zustand der arbeiten-
den Klasse so haÄ u¯g der zunehmenden Anwendung von Maschi-
nen zuschreibt, wird in dem gesellschaftlichen Zustand, den wir
hier vor Augen haben, die Lage der Arbeiter immer blÄ uhender
and glÄ anzender, je ausgedehnter beim Anwachsen des Kapitals
die Anwendung von Maschinen wird".
Both issues - factor reallocations and capital accumulation combined
with the GDP growth per capita of multi-sector economies - are still
with us and will continue to be so, in Europe and globally. In such
historical and future human circumstances, it may help (as in natural
sciences) - our spirit, knowledge, daily problems and nerves { being able
to basically understand the logic and to formally describe the economic
laws of motion (change). Mathematical models of general equilibrium
dynamics for growing economies serve such purposes, as attempted in
this paper.
A still widely held didactic view is the following [Myrdal (1973, p.
182)]:
\The emergence and triumph, about a hundred years ago, of the
theory of marginal utility and its embodiment in the static equi-
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authors, and, of course, Marx, had shown in the long-term prob-
lems of growth and development. The focus was put on problems
about static e±ciency and static allocation of resources, rela-
tive to given consumer preferences as expressed by aggregate
demand."
As quotations above show, we do not disparage insights of classi-
cal economic writings; but some of their modes of analysis have little
in common with neoclassical or modern equilibrium methodology. The
signi¯cance of any equilibrium (\static") analysis is that it provides
a solution principle for the economic variables that are involved with
the interrelated commodity and factor markets. Moreover, \static ef-
¯ciency" in allocation is not a rather trivial matter, economically or
mathematically. In fact, allocative (Pareto) e±ciency implemented by
a common marginal rate of substitution (MRS), ! = w=r, gave us the
basic economic variable to reduce the dimension of the solution space
for multi-sector economies. The FPCP correspondence, pij(!), consis-
tently linked the interrelated goods and factor markets. Total factor
endowments and the parameters of production and utility functions ul-
timately determined the set (locus) of Walrasian (general) equilibria.
In general equilibrium dynamics, we similarly solve for equilibrium time
paths. As was seen in section 6, the dynamic system could certainly
never be solved without ¯rst having obtained the Walrasian equilib-
rium solutions, k = ª(!), or, ! = ¤(L;K). In economics, as in physics
(mechanics), there was never any progress in dynamics before the basic
problems of static were resolved. No economic growth models or any
\magni¯cent dynamics" (in mathematical sense) were ever analyzed in
the classical period.
We have come a long way and hopefully reached a higher van-
tage point, which o®er a better view and overall understanding of the
roads passed. In closing, let us observe that the dynamics of growing
economies is now a worldwide ¯eld of study; extensions of this paper on
both the demand/consumer and supply/producer side of MSG models
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Appendix
The comparative static analysis of exogenous factor endowment,
(L;K), variations for Walrasian equilibria with CES sector technolo-
gies is helpful for the economic understanding of the sectorial allocation
implications of critical parameter values. As benchmarks, the asymp-
totic factor allocations of multi{sector general equilibrium economies
with various GDP income shares, ±K and sectorial factor allocations,
¸Ki, ¸Li, are calculated as follows:
Lemma A1. For the CES multi-sector competitive general equilibrium
economy, limits of factor allocation fractions and factor income shares
- for a demand side with constant ei, (¾u = 1), (86), (89) - are:
Table 6
k ! 0 k !1
1>¾i 6=¾max li ! 0 ¸Ki !
si
s ±K !s li !
si
s ¸Ki ! 0 ±K ! ¹ s
1>¾i =¾max li ! 1 ¸Ki ! si ±K !1 li ! si ¸Ki ! 1 ±K !0
1<¾i 6= ¾min li !
si
¹ s ¸Ki ! 0 ±K !s li ! 0 ¸Ki !
si
¹ s ±K ! ¹ s
1<¾i = ¾min li ! si ¸Ki ! 1 ±K !0 li ! 1 ¸Ki ! si ±K !1
where s and ¹ s are given by (31):
If all the technologies have the same ¾i, then the limits above become:
Table 7
k ! 0 k ! 1
¾i =¾ <1 li ! ¹ li ¸Ki ! si ±K !1 li !si ¸Ki !¸Ki ±K !0
¾i =¾ >1 li !si ¸Ki !¸Ki ±K !0 li ! ¹ li ¸Ki ! si ±K !1
where li ´ sici=
P
sjcj and ¸Ki ´ (si=ci)=
P
sj=cj.










For ! ! 1, the ¯rst sum goes to 0, and the second goes to s.
For ! ! 0, the second sum goes to zero, and the ¯rst goes to s.
From (47), we get ²Ki ! 0 for ! ! 1 and ¾i < 1, and for ! ! 0 and
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! ! 0 and ¾i < 1. Together with (39), we get the limits for ¸Ki, and
together with (38), we get the limits for li. ====
Lemma A2. In the case of the CES, (88), and the indirect Addilog
utility functions, (103), with the GDP shares, si(!), (29), depending
on !, the same conclusions (Tables 6 and 7) hold with limits, ¹ e¤
i, e¤¤
i ,
e, e, given by (97)-(101) that e®ects s and ¹ s from (31).
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